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Directions： In each of the following groups of words， there are

four underlined letters or letter combinations marked A，B，C and

D. Compare the underlined parts and identify the one that is

different from the others in pronunciation. Mark your answer by

blackening the corresponding letter on Answer Sheet I. 1.A. machine

B. headache C. chemistry D. character 2.B. piece B. receive C. relief

D. scientist 3.A. months B. mouths C. paths D. clothes 4.A. machine

B. attention C. major D. China 5.A.flood B. books C. other D.

double Ⅱ。Vocabulary and Structure （ 15 points ） Directions：

There are fifteen incomplete sentences in this section. For each

sentence there are four choices marked A，B，C and D. Choose

one answer that best completes the sentence and blacken the

corresponding letter on Answer Sheet I. 6.Will you came to the party

this weekend？ ______. A. With pleasure B. My pleasure C. its my

pleasure D. A pleasure 7.The square in front of the supermarket is so

limited that when going there， first of all， you should consider

______your car. A. parking B. where to park C. to park D. where

parking 8. The factory has done good honour to the government and

the people around so that visitors come to it ___________. A. in

number B. in larger numbers C. to the number D. by number 9.It is

_______to be invited to speak here. A. good manners B. an honour

C. a pride D. a respect 10.The country has ____ people and



_______money _______spent on tobacco every year. A. a large

quantity of， a number of， are B. plenty of， a great deal， are C.

a great deal of， plenty of， is D. a large number of， a large

amount of， is 11.__________he goes， she will go， and she

never cares _______ happens. A. Wherever， what B. Wherever，

that C. a great deal of， plenty of， it D. Where， What 12.She likes

to watch TV plays， but she doesnt watch TV every day. _______.

A. So do I B. nor do I C. So I do D. So it is with me 13. She is always

the first __________to school. A. coming B. to come C. to have

come D. having come 14.I always look before crossing the street.

You are right. You cant be too ________. A. nervous B. careful C.

careless D. hurried 15. It was 12 oclock _____the plane took off. A.

when B. that C. since D. till 100Test 下载频道开通，各类考试题
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